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Category: Java virtual machine Category: Computers and the Internet Category: Software
engineeringQ: How to change a celery task queue into a queue of celery states? I'm using Celery's
task queues for an API that spawns new workers. But it's really annoying to get a message from a
client and then immediately send it back. In my feeling this is more convenient if the client could

just tell me "Hey, I'm giving you this result now" and I can send back a "Okay, I got that" response
immediately. I'm currently converting the queues into states so that the client can tell me "Hey,
I'm sending you this result, you can get it from the state now." But this is an extremely wasteful

solution, and I'm wondering if there's a better way to do this. Does Celery provide a feature to use
a queue of states rather than a queue of tasks? A: As Karol pointed out, WorkerContainer is

exactly what I need. It provides a lot of convenient options like: * Getting results in advance from
a client * Controlling how workers are started/stopped. * Scaling workers up or down based on

load. * Adding shutdown hooks. * Using CeleryFS if you want to have multiple app instances. our
surroundings. We might as well be somewhere we have never been. I do not want to spend the

rest of my life in this meaningless existence. So what if I live a boring life and die a boring death?
Why should I not take advantage of the one thing that may ensure that I live an exciting life for

the rest of my life? What if I get to live a wonderful life? I only wish I had tried this at a young age.
I could have had a beautiful and fulfilling life. I would probably have had at least 50 beautiful

children and maybe even a few grandchildren. This is a concern that all of us have. We have all
thought about our mortality before. We have all considered life’s simple pleasures. We would like
to reap more rewards for the little things in life. We have spent far more time thinking about this
than we realize. Just remember, you have a choice. You can choose to remain in the town square
and live a meaningless life or you can venture out into the world and experience everything life

has to offer. Remember, no one is perfect and death is inevitable e79caf774b
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